This study aims to reveal the effects of the dialectic of competitive power of Multinational Corporations' (MNCs) connected to the resource-based applications on bio-political production with critical and holistic perspective. The basic assumptions of the study, has been arranged from the three outputs of the "bio-political production" concepts of Foucault and Hardt-Negri’s. The first problematic point derives from the power/ideology-based management approaches emerging as restructuring the degenerated old practices of MNCs and/or coming out the newly discourses as savior. The second output is the upward movement of the dominant forces together with the expansionist structure of MNCs on the national economy, socio-cultural and political structures. The final output is the practices of MNCs’ having a constantly affirming, uplifting and legitimizing language in business education.

In this context, this study aim to reveal the results of these ideas; (a) the presentation of the development of MNCs with in a logical/historical framework and revelation of the resource-based theory; (b) the dialectics of competitive power of MNCs in generating bio-political production; analyzing non-differentiation of the external and internal factors of organizations; continuity and not stationary; on the contrary the more differentiating and contradictory factors in the process as well as reanalyzing the whole process in an evolutionary and revolutionary system of holistic view; (c) debating the bio-political point of view in both a process and its existence in the concept structure related with in the resource-based view; (d) clarifying the resource-based bio-political productions' revealing the ideas of 'entire cultural dismantling cultural breakdown and mentality mindset' with the reality of the expansion and accession to new markets of MNCs.
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